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 All it needs is a Wi-Fi connection, which is very convenient. (via RAP) AdvertisementQ: Rails 3 association to retrieve all child items I have three models - Match, Team, and Player. Teams can have many Matches and Players can have many Matches. To retrieve all the Players, I would normally run Player.all in the controller. If I want to retrieve all the Matches associated with a particular player, I'd
do something like Match.where(:player_id => player_id). Is there any way to associate the Player model with the Match model so that I can retrieve all the Matches associated with a particular Player without doing that and without having to go through the Match.where(:player_id => player_id) step? A: Have you tried Player.matches ? Alternatively, you could add a where clause to your Player model

if you wanted to, eg class Player has_many :matches def all_matches match.all end def matches_by_name match.where(:player_id => player_id, :name => :player_name) def matches_by_date match.where(:player_id => player_id, :date => :date) end Then you could do Player.matches.by_name # just for the name Player.matches.by_date # just for the date Saif Ali Khan Was Really Happy With Ileana
D'Cruz! Saif Ali Khan and Ileana D’Cruz did not exactly have the most delightful of relationships when they were together, but now the two have been in a relationship for some time and are trying to make things work. Well, it turns out Saif Ali Khan really did have a soft spot for Ileana D’Cruz, and not only did he show her affection, he also arranged to attend her wedding along with a host of

Bollywood celebrities, including Priyanka Chopra, Karan Johar, and Akshay Kumar. Saif Ali Khan, obviously, had all his friends in high places. Recently, Ileana D’Cruz decided to take a small break from her 82157476af
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